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1.  Emotet: a post-mortem analysis 

1.1.   Executive summary 

Emotet was a cyber threat that posed a significant risk to organisations across the globe. First 
identified in 2014 and initially used as a banking trojan, Emotet later evolved to deliver dangerous 
payloads. In 2020 it was classified as one of the most prevalent malware strains in the world 
before being disrupted by Europol in January 2021. 

Prior to its takedown, the malware was available to organised cybercrime groups (OCGs) as 
malware-as-a-service (MaaS), enabling them to obtain initial access to victims’ environments and 
download third-party malware such as TrickBot, Ryuk and IcedID. Emotet infections had been on 
the rise - not least due to the malware’s command and control (C2) infrastructure, frequent code 
updates, ability to evade detection mechanisms and modular nature. 

While Emotet was successfully disrupted by coordinated actions between law enforcement and 
judicial authorities worldwide, malware families, such as TrickBot and QakBot which operate in a 
very similar manner, are still very much alive and operational. Bringing down Emotet’s 
infrastructure has left a big void in the cybercrime market, likely to be filled by other actors. 

Despite the coordinated action against Emotet and the arrests that followed, the operators behind 
Emotet remain at large and are likely to be in possession of copies of compromised data seized by 
the authorities as well as other data sets that have not yet been seized. We know that the 
operators periodically took long breaks to apply changes and improve their malware. This means 
that there is a realistic possibility that they will take this opportunity to make Emotet even more 
resilient and perhaps start rebuilding their botnet. Redscan has been tracking Emotet in detail and 
will continue to monitor for signs of reactivation in the coming months.  

This whitepaper aims to enhance cyber security teams’ knowledge of the Emotet threat by 
detailing its evolution as well as providing invaluable information to help improve defences against 
other malware families with a very similar modus operandi (MO). This includes supporting 
response decision-making by offering extensive information to aid threat detection and 
remediation. We also include MITRE ATT&CK mappings in the Annex for all malware mentioned. 

1.2.  Predictions for 2021 

• There is a realistic possibility that, due to the lucrative nature of MaaS offerings, we will 
witness the evolution of other malware that propagates using TrickBot or QakBot in a 
manner similar to Emotet. Prolific malspam actors such as TA505 may step up to fill the 
gap in the initial access market. 
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• The targeting of organisations worldwide will very likely continue to be consistent with the 
objectives of other malware groups conducting similar operations to Emotet - providing 
other OCGs with nitial access to victims’ environments. 

• Detecting malware variants like Emotet will continue to be challenging throughout 2021, 
highlighting the need for a multi-layered approach to security. 

2. An introduction to Emotet 

Emotet is a type of malware that, until recently, was recognised as one of the world’s most 
dangerous botnets. Run by highly sophisticated and professional operators, Emotet was mainly 
spread via email but its distribution expanded via collaboration with other criminal operators. The 
scale of Emotet’s impact on organisations around the world meant that its disruption by authorities 
in early 2021 was one of the most significant takedowns in cyber security history. An analysis of 
Emotet’s activities and approaches offers valuable insights to help organisations improve their 
defences against similar types of threats in the future. 

2.1.  An overview of the threat actors behind Emotet 

Factfile 

Active since o June 2014 

Active until o January 2021 

Overview o Polymorphic banking trojan 
o Commonly functioned as a downloader or dropper of other malware 

Attribution o Likely a Russian-speaking cybercriminal group nicknamed 'Ivan' by security 
researchers. A video of a raid released by Ukrainian law enforcement showed 
officers seizing computer equipment, cash and rows of gold bars from 
alleged Emotet operators. Neither the Ukrainian police nor Europol have 
named the arrested hackers or detailed their alleged role in the Emotet crew. 
A statement from Ukrainian authorities notes that "other members of an 
international hacker group who used the infrastructure of the Emotet bot 
network to conduct cyberattacks have also been identified. Measures are 
being taken to detain them." 

o Malware is believed to be operated from Russia 

Geographies 
affected 

o Affected virtually every country on the planet. Recent campaigns were 
observed in Argentina, Brazil, China, Spain, France, India, Italy, Japan, 
Mexico, Netherlands, USA, UK, Vietnam, Switzerland. Earlier campaigns were 
observed in Germany, Austria, Poland.  
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Industries 
affected  

o Telecommunications 
o Energy 
o Finance 
o Government 
o Healthcare 
o Manufacturing 
o Shipping and Logistics 
o Utilities 
o Technology 
o Education 

Targets o State and local governments 
o Private companies 
o Individuals 

Malware 
families 
distributed 

o IcedID 
o Zeus Panda 
o TrickBot 
o QakBot 
o Ryuk 
o UmbreCrypt 

Collaboration o Emotet-Trickbot-Ryuk 
o Banking trojan Feodo (a.k.a Bugat and Cridex) 

Operators o Mummy Spider (CrowdStrike) 
o Mealybug (Symantec) 
o TA542 (Proofpoint) 

Infrastructure o The Emotet botnet is controlled from three clusters of servers:  
o Epoch 1 
o Epoch 2 
o Epoch 3 

Enabling 
activities  

o Big-game hunting 
o Double-extortion ransomware 
o Crypto mining 
o Stealing banking credentials 
o Ransomware 

2.2.  The rise and fall of Emotet  

On January 27th 2021, EUROPOL announced that the infrastructure of the Emotet botnet had been 
disrupted by the coordinated actions of law enforcement agencies across Europe and North 
America. Emotet’s infrastructure was comprised of several hundreds of servers around the globe 
which allowed operators to manage infected computers, spread to new machines, offer MaaS and 
improve the resilience of its network. Emotet’s rapid evolution from a banking trojan into a loader 
delivering dangerous third-party payloads via MaaS offerings, together with its good C2 
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infrastructure, frequent code updates, ability to evade detection mechanisms and modular nature, 
accounted for its widespread success. 

To take down the botnet, law enforcement agencies gained control of Emotet’s infrastructure so 
that infected machines began to be redirected to law enforcement-controlled servers. This allowed 
them to push an updated version of the Emotet binary to all infected devices, containing code that 
will uninstall the Emotet binary on April 25th 2021, at 12:00, effectively killing the botnet. Emotet is 
now using the following command and control server IPs, all located in Germany and controlled by 
law enforcement: 

 

• 80.158.3[.]161:443 

• 80.158.51[.]209:8080 

• 80.158.35[.]51:80 

• 80.158.63[.]78:443 

• 80.158.53[.]167:80 

• 80.158.62[.]194:443 

• 80.158.59[.]174:8080 

• 80.158.43[.]136:8023 
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2.3.  Emotet evolution by year 

 
 Figure 1-Emotet’s evolution timeline  

 

2014 – Emotet first identified 

In June, security researchers detected the first ever recorded instance of the Emotet malware, 
which was used as a banking trojan to steal funds from bank accounts. Emotet applied various 
techniques, including man-in-the-browser. 

A second version emerged in the autumn of 2014, when Emotet started using an Automatic 
Transfer System (ATS) for financial theft against a very limited amount of Austrian and German 
banking clients. This limited targeting was likely due to their efforts to remain profitable yet largely 
unnoticed. In December, Emotet version 2 became inactive and C&C servers were unavailable for 
almost a month.   

 

2015 – Operations expanded  

In January, Emotet returned to the stage with some new obfuscation features, including an 
integrated public RSA key and partially cleaned ATS scripts of debugging information and 
comments. It launched campaigns against a more diverse set of targets, including the customers 
of a Swiss bank, and added email login thefts and denial of service attacks to its arsenal.  
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2016 – Emotet evolves to become a loader 

During this year, a new Emotet distribution mechanism was tested with the intention of infecting 
users with RIG-E and RIG-V exploit kits, typically spread via suspicious ads inserted into legitimate 
websites. A major shift observed in this period was Emotet’s evolution into a loader, allowing other 
OCGs to deploy second-stage payloads.  

New modules - one intercepting and modifying HTTP(S) traffic and one gathering credentials from 
browsers - were also used by the operators behind Emotet. Operational focus shifted back towards 
users in Germany. 

 

2017 – New malware strains delivered 

This year marked a milestone in Emotet’s development. Emotet was observed dropping a variety of 
third-party malware strains, including IcedID banking trojan, TrickBot, QakBot, Dridex and 
UmbreCrypt ransomware. The range of targets expanded to include organisations in China, 
Canada, the UK and Mexico.  

All of this was heavily facilitated by the new Malware-as-a-Service (MaaS) operational model 
adopted by Emotet’s operators. Throughout the year, security researchers also noticed spam 
emails with PDF reports attached. These were downloadable in JavaScript format via a malicious 
link that would trigger Emotet.  

 

2018 – Emotet and Ryuk collaboration 

Just one year later, in 2018, Emotet began distributing the trojan, Panda, while also adding several 
new modules – one for distribution over Wi-Fi, a UPnP module and an updated data exfiltration 
module for Outlook. Together with the more widespread distribution of QakBot, this year marked 
the beginning of the Emotet and Ryuk collaboration. 

 

2019 – New targets, new tricks 

Emotet's campaigns became much more noticeable as they were directed towards high-profile 
targets such as the entire city of Frankfurt, the highest court of the state of Berlin and several 
educational institutions. These were part of a more large-scale malspam campaign also targeting 
British, Polish and Italian organisations.  

Emotet resumed operations after a three-month break by modifying a part of the HTTP protocol 
and using a dictionary to create the path with a randomly generated string. Along with another data 
exfiltration module for Outlook, Emotet was observed using password-protected zipped JScriptP 
file, typically to deliver the stage one dropper. Emotet's activity in this period doubled compared to 
that in the previous year, exceeding one million spam emails per day. 
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2020 – Major operational shift 

After it went dark in February, Emotet returned to the scene in July with a massive malspam 
campaign consisting of around 250,000 phishing emails against UK and US targets. Over the same 
period, in a major operational shift, the cybercrime group behind Emotet replaced the distribution 
of the TrickBot trojan with QakBot (or QBot), a worm-like strain of information-stealing malware 
known to security researchers since 2007. In 2018 and 2019, Emotet was distributing QakBot as a 
secondary payload and stealing banking credentials from targets throughout Europe. This time 
however, Emotet was being delivered on all 'epochs' instead of TrickBot, with Qakbot being 
distributed as secondary malware, using malicious documents sent via emails.  

In August, Emotet was observed using a new word template dubbed ‘Red Dawn’. This marked a 
move away from the iOS-themed document templates customarily used by Emotet and urged 
users to click on ‘Enable Editing’ and ‘Enable Content’ to view the document, subsequently 
triggering malicious macros to install Emotet on the endpoint.  

In September and October, despite Microsoft taking down TrickBot C2 domains, Emotet remained 
relatively active with the distribution of password-protected archives containing malicious 
documents. This time, it was involved in delivering QakBot malware, in an operation dubbed 'Zip 
Lock', and the extensive usage of shipping invoices, Covid-19 and US election-themed lures.  In 
December, more waves of password protected zip files were sent, delivering a TrickBot and 
Emotet payloads.  

2.4.  The Emotet botnet 

The Emotet botnet, responsible for sending Emotet malspam campaigns, operated from three 
separate server clusters known as Epoch 1, Epoch 2 and Epoch 3. While each Epoch had its own 
infrastructure, together the clusters operated as a sophisticated malware delivery platform to 
successfully evade detection and complicate the efforts of security researchers.  

Epoch 1, Epoch 2 and Epoch 3 have been observed delivering Trickbot and Qbot banking trojans, 
together with credential stealers, infecting insecure Wi-Fi networks via brute force loops and 
spam. They also ran network propagation modules that malicious actors could leverage to perform 
lateral movements within an organisation’s network post-infection. For example, in January 2021, 
just before Emotet’s takedown, Operation ‘Zip Lock’ was observed on all three epochs. 

2.5.  Collaboration between malware gangs 

Emotet was classified as an 'initial access broker', providing other OCGs, such as crypto-mining 
and ransomware gangs, with an initial foothold into compromised systems. Emotet was distributed 
via a malware-as-a-service (MaaS) model.  
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Cybercriminals operated Emotet very much like a business, offering discounts and customer 
support to 'clients'. Its operators sold access to a botnet of infected computers - Epoch 1, Epoch 2 
and Epoch 3 - distributing weaponised spam emails to a wide variety of targets. Emotet adopted 
this subscription-based MaaS model just a few years ago, when the malware metamorphosed from 
a banking trojan focused on stealing credentials into an infrastructure provider for other malware 
families, such as Ryuk and TrickBot. This operational shift was likely primarily triggered by the 
desire to multiply and diversify streams of income.  

The most common ransomware infection chain observed during the last couple of years against 
high-profile targets was a collaboration known as Emotet-Trickbot-Ryuk. By combining forces, 
these pieces of malware, dangerous in their own right, were doing even greater damage to 
organisations when chained together.  

Emotet had commonly been used as a downloader for Trickbot, another MaaS offering, which 
installs tools such as Cobalt Strike to access admin panels, the victim’s Domain Admin credentials 
and the Active Directory. This often led to ransomware attacks using Ryuk as malicious actors 
could easily gain remote access to the whole network and set group policy objects to disable AV 
and other security defences in place. 

It is worth mentioning that not every Emotet, TrickBot or Ryuk infection necessarily involved one of 
the other malwares. However, there was a good chance that if one was found within an IT 
environment, there might be more for security professionals to investigate. While it will be covered 
in more detail in Section 3 of this paper, the common infection routine followed a sequence like the 
one shown in the diagram below.   

 

 
Figure 2 - Emotet infection chain 

 

2.5.1.  Trickbot 

TrickBot actors are extremely well-resourced. Their income is estimated to be hundreds of millions 
of dollars in Bitcoin, acquired through conducting successful ransomware campaigns, selling 
financial data and auctioning initial access to larger ransomware groups. In 2019, TrickBot was 
reaching 500 to 5,000 new infections per day, some affected via Emotet as a loader and others via 
third-party malware. 
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2.5.2.  Ryuk 

The Ryuk gang is also very profitable and has reportedly made more than $150 million from 
ransomware attacks against different organisations worldwide, cashed out through accounts at the 
crypto-exchanges Binance and Huobi.  As demonstrated in the graph below (Figure 3), the volume 
of global Ryuk ransomware infections is increasing significantly, with almost 20 million spam 
emails sent in September 2020 alone. 

 

 
Figure 3 - Global Ryuk ransomware volume. Source: SonicWall 

 

2.6.  Fluctuating levels of Emotet activity 

In 2020, during the Christmas holiday period, Emotet’s activity resurged after months of inactivity. 
More than 100,000 spam messages were distributed in various languages, with a variety of 
attachments or links. This was not the first period in which the group had decided to take a break, 
only to return later with revised TTPs and high-volume spam campaigns.  

In the four years prior to Emotet’s takedown, the following operational patterns were observed: 

• 2017: Spam volumes dropped in April, May, June (Three consecutive months) from low to 
almost none, but medium-to-high activity was observed in all other months. 

• 2018: Spam volumes dropped in January, April, October, December (Four non-consecutive 
months but with a remarkably high spike in activity in between).  
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• 2019: Spam volumes dropped in June, July, August, December (Three consecutive months 
of inactivity and one in December) and did not return until January 2020. 

• 2020: Spam volumes dropped in February, March, April, May, June (Five consecutive 
months of inactivity) and did not increase until July. 

 

 
Figure 4 – Emotet operations calendar 

 

 

From analysing Emotet’s modus operandi (MO), it is clear that the group took breaks lasting from 
three to five consecutive or non-consecutive months per year, after which a medium-to-high spike 
in activity was observed. Its operations could have been regarded as cyclical, with peaks where 
activity was particularly intense and troughs where activity was low to non-existent.  

During periods of inactivity, it is highly likely that Emotet’s operators were updating the malware to 
include new malicious payloads and more effective detection evasion capabilities to become more 
infectious, more profitable and less traceable. The most recent version of Emotet, for example, 
included a dialogue box which helped it avoid detection by users. Found and blocked reused IP 
addresses could also have explained the cyclical peaks and troughs of activity.  

Security researchers have also observed that spam messages were rarely sent at weekends. It 
seemed that the group behind Emotet adopted an operational model resembling a typical working 
pattern, with big periods of inactivity during the summer or just before holidays. Other evidence 
suggested that botnets were transmitting messages on an hourly basis. 
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2.7.  Confirmed high-profile infections 

The operators behind Emotet were consistent in targeting specific geographies, while also 
eventually adding new targets to the list. Malicious spam campaigns were typically directed 
against victims in Europe, Asia and the Americas. Emotet’s operators increased their initial 
infection success rate by creating very well-crafted emails with subjects, bodies and filenames 
written in the native language of the target.  

 

Date Target Country Sector Impact 

2018  Allentown, 
Pennsylvania 

US Government  External banking 
transactions 

Surveillance cameras 

Penn State Police databases 

2018 Fuerstenfeldbru
ck hospital 

Germany Healthcare Electronic data processing 
paralysed for a week 

Shut down 450 computers 
and logged off from the 
rescue control centre 

2019 Heise Online 
publishing house 

Germany Education Unknown 

2019 Kammergericht 
Berlin, the 
highest court of 
the state of 
Berlin 

Germany Government  Sensitive documents 
exfiltrated 

 

2019 Humboldt 
University of 
Berlin 

Germany Education Individual users’ infections 

2019 Universität 
Gießen 

Germany Education Offline for about two weeks, 
no ransom note 

2019 The Medical 
University of 
Hannover  

Germany Healthcare 170 computers quarantined 

Patient data not affected 

2019 City 
administration of 
Frankfurt am 
Main (together 
with Justus 
Liebig University 

Germany Government  IT network shut down for 
nearly two weeks, affecting 
the city's website and public 
transportation ticketing 
services 
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(JLU) in Gießen, 
Bad Homburg 
city and he 
Catholic 
University in 
Freiburg) 

Justus Liebig University 
(JLU) – Ryuk ransomware 
affecting 38,000 students 
and staff 

2020 Department of 
Justice of the 
province of 
Quebec 

Canada Government  Personal information of 
approximately 300 active 
and inactive employees 

2020 Lithuanian 
government - 
National Center 
for Public Health 
(NVSC) and 
several 
municipalities 

Lithuania  Government  NVSC had to temporarily 
shut down its email systems 

2020 Massive 
malspam 
campaign 

UK and US (primarily) 
Middle East, South 
America and Africa  

Diverse A number of organisations 
and individuals affected 

2020 Malspam 
campaign 
targeting users 
in Japan with 
Covid-19 lures 

Japan Diverse Unknown 

2020 France, Japan 
and New 
Zealand: 
Multiple private 
companies and 
public 
administrations 

France, Japan,  

New Zealand 

Public 
administration 
and private 
sector 

Unknown  

2021 The Bern 
cantonal police 
force 

Switzerland  Law 
enforcement 
organisations 

Led to operational limitations 
but no data has been 
encrypted 
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3.  An analysis of a typical Emotet infection 

Malspam is a highly effective attack vector and is used by many threat actors to acquire initial 
access or steal credentials from a victim. While it generally requires user interaction to deploy 
successfully, the huge amount of Emotet infections prove that many victims will fall for the lures. 
This is compounded as the spreader module of the malware will send malicious attachments as a 
reply to legitimate email chains. 

As Emotet was malspam-based, it was typically delivered via email, which in most cases invited 
victims to refer to an attached document or visit a link to download one. The document delivery 
mechanisms changed regularly to hinder detection. While in some cases it could arrive as a link to 
a remote file, in others it could simply be attached as a ‘.doc’ file. The second half of 2020 saw an 
increase in encrypted ‘.zip’ files, rather than ‘.doc’ files, being distributed.  

Figures 4 and 5 below represent an analysis of a sample taken from an Emotet campaign in 
December 2020. The sample was delivered as part of a reply chain from a previously compromised 
endpoint. This is a commonly used tactic that increases the chances of infection as the victim is 
lured into believing they are looking at a legitimate email. It is problematic because it can also 
bypass many email rules if the sender is seen as trustworthy. 

A simple way of investigating the infection chain of this sample is by detonating the malware in a 
sandbox. The malicious document will spawn a cmd.exe process, using WMI to avoid detection 
mechanisms, that looks for processes spawning from Microsoft Word. The cmd process will then 
trigger PowerShell and download and run the Emotet malware with rundll32.exe. In this particular 
sample, a message box is also displayed to further mislead the victim. 

 

 
Figure 5 – Any.Run sandbox analysis 
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Figure 6 - Error message 
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3.1.  Infection by email 

In this instance, the Emotet document is attached as an encrypted .zip archive. The password to 
the file is shown in plain text in the body of the email. Note how this was also sent as a reply to an 
existing email chain, further increasing the likelihood that a victim will trust the attached 
document. 

 

 
Figure 7 - Email spam 

 

This zip archive contains a .doc file which includes a lure prompting the target to enable editing 
and macros. Once this is done, the malicious macros in the document will fire, infecting the victim 
with the Emotet malware.  
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3.2.  An example lure 

Below is an example of a typical Emotet lure document. The lure is designed to trick the victim into 
enabling editing and macros on their version of Microsoft Word. There are usually only a small 
number of variations in the lure documents that accompany each campaign. 

 
Figure 8 – Emotet lure (December 2020) 

 

Some additional example lures are shown below: 

 
Figure 9 - Emotet additional lures 

Once embedded macros are enabled, a pop-up box displays a message that an error has occurred 
while the user was reading the file. This social engineering technique is aimed at disguising the 
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lack of legitimate data within the file and increasing the likelihood of the victim deciding to close 
the file, ignore the message, and move on. By the time the victim sees this ‘error’ message, they 
have already been infected with the Emotet malware. 

3.3. Malicious macros 

Emotet macros were almost always heavily obfuscated. Emotet operators usually hid information 
in document data and metadata to conceal encoded text which was then decoded by the macro.  

In the case of the December 2020 campaign referenced above, the Emotet authors used a simple 
but effective technique, hiding encoded information in a very small font size (2pt) in white to hide it 
from the user. By highlighting the concealed text in red (see Figure 9 below), it is possible to see 
that it is hidden in plain sight below the lure image box. 

 

 
Figure 10 – Enable macro lure with hidden text highlighted 

 

Investigating the macros provides insight into how this encoded text is used. A number of open-
source tools can be used to extract the macros in full and analyse them. Oledump can extract the 
macros and functions for investigation. Automated analysis tools such as ViperMonkey can 
emulate the macros in a document as part of the analysis phase. However, as will be 
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demonstrated later in this whitepaper, the Emotet authors also included ways of defeating 
automated analysis of their macro code in an effort to slow down analysis of their dropper 
documents. 

 
Figure 11 – A section of the macro code 

 

Examining the macro code, it is immediately evident that there are large sections of code that are 
redundant and bypassed due to the GOTO lines included in the code. The first step is to simply 
remove these sections of code, which have been added to pad out automated extraction scripts 
and slow down analysis efforts. 

Once the code has been cleaned, the logic can be examined in greater detail: 
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Figure 12 – Formatted macro code 

 

Here, three functions are shown, but again the logic contains additional ‘red herring’ code. The 
J9vm3lcqh2lrt() function does not contain any functional logic - it is simply used to pass from one 
function to another. 

The main function contains code to hinder automatic analysis: 

 

 
Figure 13 – Main function code 

 

This simple addition to the macro will hinder automated macro analysis tools as it uses 
“Application.Name” to effectively encode an ‘s’ character into the string that it is building. The 
macro is running in the context of Microsoft Word, so the sixth letter of this string will be ‘s’. Tools 
will not have the same application name as Microsoft Word, which this function uses to get the 
sixth letter of the string from. This means that automated tools will utilise a different character in 
place of the “s” and the string will not decode correctly. 
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The ‘Lrfi5kykduwsuy()’ function will be used as the decoding function. It is clear from the code that 
this is a simple substitution function replacing ‘]e1r[S’ with the value of the variable 
‘Hbomjpeuoznh5g3mt2’ which is nothing. 

 

 
Figure 14 – Decoding function 

 

Using a tool such as CyberChef to perform a simple find and replace for the ‘]e1rS]’ string, the first 
string that is built in the macro decodes to ‘winmgmts:win32_process’. This will be used to spawn 
a ‘cmd.exe’ process later in the execution chain. 

 
Figure 15 – Decoded first string 

 

The same process can be performed on the much larger string hidden in the document itself. 
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Figure 16 – Decoded string hidden in a document 

 

 

The larger encoded string decodes to a cmd.exe command that is used to display the fake error 
message seen when the macro has run. The code also contains a base64 encoded PowerShell 
string, executed with the ‘-w hidden’ parameter to execute the code without presenting a 
PowerShell window to the user.  

Analysing the base64 encoded blob, the code is found to be heavily obfuscated in an attempt to 
hinder analysis and evade detection. 
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Figure 17 – Decoded Base64 PowerShell code 

 

As before, there are sections of junk code which can be removed to make understanding the logic 
much easier. Notice also how the code contains many characters such as ‘`’ and strange 
capitalisations. This will all be ignored by PowerShell when being executed and serves to make it 
harder to identify anomalies at first glance. 
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Figure 18 – Sanitising junk code 

 

The obfuscation of the command and control servers is done by concatenating them amongst a 
large number of smaller strings, delimited by an ‘@’ symbol. The character is hidden in the 
‘$Rub7f_q’ variable using ‘char[64]’ and two blank variables, other samples use this same tactic 
but with other special characters. This is then passed to the ‘.split’ command to convert the string 
into a list which can then be passed to the downloader function. 

The final part of the PowerShell payload is when the C2 servers are contacted to attempt to 
download the final payload. Depending on the campaign, this could be the Emotet malware itself, 
or may be TrickBot or QakBot, both of which saw a large uptick in activity in 2020, as the Emotet 
threat actors continued to monetise their botnets.  

Final payloads are downloaded by calling a web client object and contacting a command and 
control server. The PowerShell script will then download the file to the path that was created at the 
beginning of the PowerShell payload. It performs a check of the file size to see if the download was 
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successful or not, and if not, it will try again with another server. If the download is successful, the 
file will be executed using ‘Rundll32’, completing the infection, in a total of eight seconds.  

3.4.  Operational mistakes 

Despite being highly sophisticated, the operators behind Emotet had been observed to make 
operational mistakes, such as including regex code in the subject line of emails or within 
attachment names.  

Additionally, in an interesting and unusual development, during a campaign over the summer of 
2020, Redscan observed that vigilante white-hat hackers had been attacking the websites used to 
host the Emotet payloads and replacing them with .gif images of ‘hackerman’.  

The Emotet gang compromised vulnerable websites and installed a simple open source webshell 
with a hardcoded password, which meant that it was trivial for a vigilante to alter the Emotet 
payload. This activity was surprisingly widespread and during one particular campaign in July 
2020, it was estimated that about a quarter of the payloads were replaced with the benign .gif file. 
Emotet had a number of URLs that it would have attempted to fetch a valid payload from. 

4.  Other malware distributed by Emotet 

The Emotet botnet was also used to distribute other families of malware in addition to the Emotet 
trojan. As already discussed, these payloads were exploited by ransomware gangs leveraging 
Emotet’s proven infection vector and sheer scale.  

The groups behind Emotet, Trickbot and QakBot have been partners for several years, initially 
working together to infect home users with banking trojans and sell their information. However, 
Trickbot and QakBot have become more advanced and are now commonly used to spread laterally 
within a network, extract data from larger organisations and deploy network-wide ransomware. 
This tactic is more lucrative than banking fraud, with victims often paying the ransom to avoid 
company data being leaked on the internet.   

Redscan has regularly investigated the Emotet group and its role in delivering other types of 
malware. 

The following section is an analysis of two of the malware variants that could either have been 
delivered via the Emotet botnet or downloaded after an initial Emotet infection. 
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4.1.  TrickBot  

TrickBot (or “TrickLoader”) is a recognised banking trojan that targets both businesses and 
individuals for their data, such as banking information, account credentials, personally identifiable 
information (PII) and cryptocurrency. As a strand of modular malware, it can adapt to any 
environment or network it finds itself in.  

TrickBot malware also has the ability to inspect the UEFI/BIOS firmware of targeted systems. This 
is likely to pave the way for firmware infections to gain longstanding persistence into the network 
and hinder the recovery effort from ransomware attacks. TrickBot malware is commonly used as a 
second stage dropper and is often followed by a ransomware or cobalt strike attack.  

The ransomware is unable to move laterally within a network and therefore relies heavily upon 
access from a single device. However, it has the functionality to enumerate network shares and 
encrypt everything it is able to access. The ransomware also has functionality that allows it to 
manipulate the virtual shadow copy (VSC), a commonly used anti-forensic technique. This makes 
the recovery of files from backups difficult. Files which are non-executable are encrypted, 
renamed and the file extension changed to “.ryk”. Finally, a ransom note is dropped in each folder 
with the filename “RyukReadMe”.  

Key features built into the malware enable it to maintain its integrity. This type of malware 
commonly makes its way onto systems through macro-embedded documents downloaded via 
email. These are typically sent by threat actors as part of phishing attacks. When opened, the 
document itself does not trigger the malware. Instead, the malware is downloaded and installed 
onto the system when the Word document is closed. The Document_Close() function in the VBA 
macro allows this to take place.  

Once the malware is on the system it will start to make call-backs to command and control servers 
to download the next stage. It will begin to move laterally across the network through SMB shares 
by attempting to exploit the EternalBlue, EternalRomance, or EternalChampion vulnerabilities. 

4.2.  QakBot  

QakBot (also known as Ackbot, PinkSlip or Qbot) is an advanced banking trojan used in attacks 
around the world. Believed to be the first malware specifically designed to harvest business 
banking information, it continues to be extensively used alongside other well-known tools.  

Although this type of malware first came into public knowledge in 2009, campaigns have been 
seen dating as far back as 2007. During this time, QakBot has been continuously developed and 
improved to become a serious threat to organisations. It is important to note that infections 
associated with QakBot are usually followed by further malicious activity from Cobalt Strike or 
ransomware. It is, therefore, imperative that any detections for QakBot are remediated as soon as 
possible to ensure that a more serious and sustained compromise does not occur. 
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A QakBot infection chain typically begins with a JavaScript loader module using delayed execution 
to avoid analysis. This loader then connects to several hard-coded URLs to download a heavily 
obfuscated and encrypted QakBot DLL payload. If this stage is successful, the loader will overwrite 
its own binary with ping.exe to prevent detection.   

The victim receives a phishing email with a link to a malicious zip file. The zip file contains a very 
obfuscated VBS file, which tries to download the QakBot executable from multiple command and 
control servers. The URLs utilise image file extensions, but closer analysis of the raw data reveals 
these to be binary payloads.  

QakBot has been part of multiple ransomware gangs’ TTPs, and the first group it was observed to 
be partnered with was MegaCortex, whose ransomware is used in targeting attacks on enterprise 
organisations.  

The malware then became part of ProLock and has been seen commonly distributed as a “.bmp” 
image file, which is a black image with some white pixels in the top right. Upon further inspection, 
the white pixels contain the binary for the ransomware and from there, the payload is loaded into 
memory and executed via PowerShell.  

The malware is currently and actively associated with the Egregor ransomware group.  

 

5.  The challenge of detecting loaders 

Commodity malware variants such as TrickBot, and previously, Emotet, are adept at evading 
signature-based antivirus (AV). Therefore, organisations relying on traditional AV may not detect 
the latest and advanced threats, leaving organisations at risk. This is problematic not least 
because these infections are typically linked with ransomware attacks shortly after initial infection. 

Emotet’s detections on VirusTotal were very low in the first few days of a campaign, highlighting 
that organisations could not rely on any antivirus software (AV) to block new variants of the 
malware.  For example, the use of uncommon XLSB documents and ancient XLM macros can lead 
to fewer AV detections that are nowadays mostly focused against more common modern VBA 
macro malware. Tools such as OLEVBA, which are used to analyse common document malware, 
also do not recognise the XLM macros in the XLSB format.  

Another method of detection is monitoring network traffic and viewing any traffic to IOCs or to 
unusual sites. Network-based intrusion detection systems (NIDS) help to identify traffic to 
unfamiliar websites. The modularity of these types of malware mean that OSINT tools have been 
unable to stay up to date with detecting them. 
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5.1.  Detection via endpoints 

When detonating an Emotet sample in a sandbox with an Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) 
agent installed, an Emotet-infected document running successfully will generate a number of 
malicious indicators. 

 

 
Figure 4 - Process tree of Emotet execution in Carbon Black Response 

 

The encoded PowerShell commands are immediately obvious and most EDR agents will be able to 
detect and alert on this kind of activity. Emotet did not always use this method but most samples 
analysed by the Redscan team had been seen to do so. This process also makes connections to 
command and control infrastructure via conhost.exe.   

It is also possible to check for modifications to the following registry keys which are changed when 
the Emotet malware installs its persistence mechanism:  

• HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Services {Random 
Hexadecimal Numbers} 

• HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run 
{Random Names} with value 
c:\users\{user}\appdata\roaming\{Random}{Legitimate Filename}.exe 

5.2.  Detection via networks 

The Emotet malware contained an embedded RSA key to encrypt communications between itself 
and the command and control servers. This made inspection of traffic expensive and would have 
required the specific RSA key used in each Emotet run.  
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Network detection for Emotet was most easily performed when specifically looking for outbound 
connections to the downloader or command and control infrastructure. This would have required 
updated lists of the previously active Emotet malware.  

Local network detections can look for scanning and SMB (port 445) enumeration and connection 
attempts to catch lateral movement. 

6.  Defending against loader malware 

Despite Emotet itself now being inoperable, TrickBot and QakBot remain operational and they 
often lead to Ryuk and Egregor ransomware infections. This means it is essential that 
organisations have adequate controls in place to limit the risk of an infection taking place and are 
ready to detect and respond to an infection.  

Redscan recommends the following actions to minimise the risk of being infected with TrickBot, 
QakBot or any similar types of email delivered malware and respond effectively in the event of a 
compromise. Section 9.1 represents an actionable checklist for organisations to determine their 
current security posture, covering the areas outlined in the bullet points below. 

 

• Investing in Next-Gen Antivirus (NGAV) and Endpoint Detectionn and Response (EDR). 
These tools can help uncover malicious activity in its infancy by monitoring endpoints such 
as servers and workstations for evidence of suspicious behaviour, rather than solely 
analysing file signatures. EDR solutions are particularly useful when detecting activity that 
an attacker would perform to move laterally and escalate privileges. EDR tools can also 
help to enhance the speed of incident response by enabling SOC teams to terminate 
processes as well as isolate and contain threats.  
 

• Disabling macros in attachments by configuring group policy security settings. Enabling 
‘Microsoft’s Disable Internet Macros Group Policy Object’ can mitigate the risk of malware 
being installed via malicious files. This protection stops macros delivered from outside your 
organisation from running and prevents users from clicking ‘Enable content’ in a document. 
This can be found in the following path within the group policies: 
 

“User Configuration\Administrative Templates\(ADM\ADMX)\Microsoft Office 
2016\Privacy\Trust Center”, as demonstrated by the image below. 
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• Carrying out regular internal tests. Make users aware of the threat posed by this type of 
malware and train them to spot the typical lures used in documents asking them to enable 
macros. Phishing tests can be conducted by recompiling the dropper to connect a site 
controlled by your organisation. If successful, this will give an indication of whether the 
environment is vulnerable to attack. 
 

• Patching regularly. Make sure you have installed all the latest software. TrickBot and 
QakBot still rely on readily patchable exploits to spread autonomously, so ensure a 
stringent patching cycle is adhered to. A critical vulnerability to patch that is commonly 
exploited is Eternal Blue, as Emotet drops TrickBot which then uses the Eternal Blue 
vulnerability to propagate across shared drives. Vulnerability management tools can detect 
out-of-date software and open ports by scanning for vulnerabilities across your 
organisation’s public IP address ranges.  
 

• Conducting regular vulnerability scanning and penetration testing assessments is vital 
for improving your organisation’s security. Testing can help to enhance the effectiveness of 
security controls and processes by identifying improvements to threat visibility and incident 
response procedures. 
 

Figure 20 - Group policy settings 
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• Adopting security technologies that identify and block potentially dangerous emails.  
Using Advance Threat Protection Solutions can help protect against known threats, 
malicious attachments and unsafe URLs. The advantage of using this type of solution is that 
threats embedded within emails via links or attachments are detected and sent to a 
quarantine before the user is able to open the email and become infected. 
 

• Using a sandbox that can integrate with a next-generation firewall to detect and analyse 
known or unknown attacks. A next-generation firewall typically includes application and 
user control and integrated intrusion prevention. 
 
 

• Enforcing multi-factor authentication (MFA) across systems and applications. This 
provides an important secondary layer of defence in the event of a password being stolen 
and is especially important given individuals’ tendency to reuse passwords across 
accounts. For an extra layer of protection, you can enforce MFA on VPNs and other 
networking tools. 
 

• Identifying users with elevated privileges. By adhering to the principle of least privilege, 
businesses can significantly reduce the potential damage an attacker can inflict should a 
user’s password and credentials be compromised. Bloodhound is an example of a tool 
which can visually map an organisation’s Active Directory (AD), helping to spot any users 
with inappropriate access to assets on a network and which could be targeted by threat 
actors.  
 

• Securing all managed and unmanaged devices connecting to the network. Simple steps 
such as securing your Wi-Fi router and encrypting your web traffic can significantly improve 
your organisation’s security posture. You should also make sure that you limit internet 
access for all agents to a controlled whitelist. 
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7.  Recommended response actions 

In case of infection by loader malware: 

 

1. Disconnect/isolate the infected device from the network. This prevents lateral spread from 
the infected host. 
 

2. Immediately assume all credentials on the device are compromised and change them. 
 

3. If the email came via a trusted third party, consider quarantining all communications with 
that party until they can remediate the infection on their side.  

a. Hunt for any other emails that came from the attacker or infected third party and 
delete them.  

b. Inform users of ongoing attack and advise them to be wary of opening attachments. 
 

4. Rebuild the infected machine from a known good master image.  
a. Depending on the type of malware, a firmware flash may also be required. TrickBot, 

for example, has begun experimenting with exploiting UEFI components which 
could allow it to persist between OS rebuilds and hard drive swaps.  
 

5. If possible, sandbox the malware and identify IP addresses that the malware connects to 
and block access to them at the gateway level. This can stop follow up infections should 
other users receive the same malicious attachment. 
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8.  Conclusion 

Emotet rapidly evolved from a banking trojan to malware offered as MaaS to other cybercrime 
groups to obtain initial access to victims’ environments and download third-party malware such as 
TrickBot, Ryuk and IcedID. The widespread ‘success’ of Emotet’s operators can be attributed to 
the fact that they were constantly improving the malware’s C2 infrastructure, code and 
obfuscation mechanisms, even during periods of inactivity.  

Emotet’s disruption at the end of January 2021 by law enforcement and judicial authorities 
worldwide was a significant and long-awaited development. However: 

1) Malware families such as TrickBot and QakBot in addition to prolific initial access brokers 
like TA505, which operate in a very similar manner, are still in operation and are likely to fill 
the void that Emotet’s takedown has left in the cybercriminal market.  

2) The operators behind Emotet remain at large and they are likely to be in possession of 
copies of the compromised data seized by the authorities as well as other data sets that 
haven’t been seized yet.  

3) Emotet’s operators used long breaks in activity opportunistically to improve their malware.  
4) There is also a realistic possibility that Emotet’s operators will use this break to make the 

malware even more resilient against future coordinated action and perhaps start rebuilding 
their botnet. 

Redscan has been tracking Emotet in detail and will continue to monitor for signs of reactivation in 
the coming months.  
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9.  Annex 

9.1.  A compatibility checklist – Are you ready to respond to a 
loader infection? 

No. Capability Importance Checklist 

1 Have you changed group policy settings to disable macros in 
attachments?  

Essential Yes/No 

2 Have you installed the latest software versions to avoid 
vulnerabilities being exploited?  

Essential Yes/No 

3 Do you conduct regular vulnerability scanning and penetration 
testing assessments? 

Highly 
recommended 

Yes/No 

4 Do you use actionable threat intelligence to understand the threats 
specifically relevant to your organisation? 

Highly 
recommended 

Yes/No 

5 Do you have reliable incident response procedures in place? Essential Yes/No 

6 Do you use any specific security technologies to identify and block 
potentially dangerous emails? 

Essential Yes/No 

7 Have you invested/Are you planning to invest in next-generation 
antivirus (NGAV) and Endpoint Protection and Response (EDR) 
tools? 

Highly 
recommended 

Yes/No 

8 Do you use multi-factor authentication (MFA) across systems and 
applications? 

Essential Yes/No 

9 Have you identified users with elevated privileges? Are there users 
with unnecessary access to assets on a network and that may be 
targeted by threat actors? 

Essential Yes/No 

10 Do you have procedures in place to regularly back up your data to 
an external storage device? 

Essential Yes/No 
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9.2.  MITRE ATT&CK mappings for Emotet, TrickBot and QakBot 

Emotet 

Tactic Technique 

Account Discovery: 
Email Account 

T1087.3 Emotet has been observed leveraging a module that can 
scrape email addresses from Outlook. 

Archive Collected 
Data 

T1560 Emotet has been observed encrypting the data it collects 
before sending it to the C2 server. 

Boot or Logon 
Autostart Execution: 
Registry Run Keys / 
Startup Folder 

T1547.1 Emotet has been observed adding the downloaded payload to 
the 
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\Current
Version\Run key to maintain persistence. 

Brute Force: 
Password Guessing 

T1110.1 Emotet has been observed using a hard coded list of 
passwords to brute force user accounts. 

Command and 
Scripting 
Interpreter: 
PowerShell 

T1059.1 Emotet has used Powershell to retrieve the malicious payload 
and download additional resources like Mimikatz.  

Command and 
Scripting 
Interpreter: Visual 
Basic 

T1059.5 Emotet has sent Microsoft Word documents with embedded 
macros that will invoke scripts to download additional 
payloads.  

Command and 
Scripting 
Interpreter: 
Windows Command 
Shell 

T1059.3 Emotet has used cmd.exe to run a PowerShell script. 

Create or Modify 
System Process: 
Windows Service 

T1543.3 Emotet has been observed creating new services to maintain 
persistence. 

Credentials from 
Password Store/m 
Web Browser:  s 

T1555.3 Emotet has been observed dropping browser password 
grabber modules. 

Email Collection: 
Local Email 
Collection 

T1114.1 Emotet has been observed leveraging a module that scrapes 
email data from Outlook. 
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Encrypted Channel: 
Asymmetric 
Cryptography 

T1573.2 Emotet is known to use RSA keys for encrypting C2 traffic. 

Exfiltration Over C2 
Channel 

T1041 Emotet has been seen exfiltrating system information stored 
within cookies sent within an HTTP GET request back to its C2 
servers. 

Exploitation of 
Remote Services 

T1210 Emotet has been seen exploiting SMB via a vulnerability 
exploit like ETERNALBLUE (MS17-010) to achieve lateral 
movement and propagation. 

Network Sniffing T1040 Emotet has been observed hooking network APIs to monitor 
network traffic. 

Non-Standard Port T1571 Emotet has used HTTP over ports such as 20, 22, 7080, and 
50000, in addition to using ports commonly associated with 
HTTP/S. 

Obfuscated Files or 
Information 

T1027 Emotet has obfuscated macros within malicious documents to 
hide the URLs hosting the malware, CMD.exe arguments, and 
PowerShell scripts. 

Software Packing T1027.2 Emotet has used custom packers to protect its payloads. 

OS Credential 
Dumping: LSASS 
Memory 

T1003.1 Emotet has been observed dropping password grabber 
modules including Mimikatz. 

Phishing: 
Spearphishing Link 

T1566.2 Emotet has been delivered by phishing emails containing links. 

Phishing: 
Spearphishing 
Attachment 

T1566.1 Emotet has been delivered by phishing emails containing 
attachments. 

Process Discovery T1057 Emotet has been observed enumerating local processes. 

Process Injection: 
Dynamic-link 
Library Injection 

T1055.1 Emotet has been observed injecting into Explorer.exe and 
other processes. 

Remote Services: 
SMB/Windows 
Admin Shares 

T1021.2 Emotet leverages the Admin$ share for lateral movement once 
the local admin password has been brute forced. 
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Scheduled 
Task/Job: 
Scheduled Task 

T1053.5 Emotet has maintained persistence through a scheduled task. 

Unsecured 
Credentials: 
Credentials In Files 

T1552.1 Emotet has been observed leveraging a module that retrieves 
passwords stored on a system for the current logged-on user. 

User Execution: 
Malicious Link 

T1204.1 Emotet has relied upon users clicking on a malicious link 
delivered through spear phishing. 

User Execution: 
Malicious File 

T1204.2 Emotet has relied upon users clicking on a malicious 
attachment delivered through spear phishing. 

Valid Accounts: 
Local Accounts 

T1078.3 Emotet can brute force a local admin password, then use it to 
facilitate lateral movement. 

Windows 
Management 
Instrumentation 

T1047 Emotet has used WMI to execute powershell.exe. 

 

TrickBot 

  Tactic Technique 

Account Discovery: Email 
Account 

T1087 - 003 TrickBot collects email addresses from Outlook. 

Account Discovery: Local 
Account 

T1087 - 001 TrickBot collects the users of the system. 

Application Layer 
Protocol: Web Protocols 

T1071 - 001 TrickBot uses HTTPS to communicate with its C2 
servers, to get malware updates, modules that 
perform most of the malware logic and various 
configuration files. 

Command and Scripting 
Interpreter: Windows 
Command Shell 

T1059 - 003 TrickBot has used macros in Excel documents to 
download and deploy the malware on the user’s 
machine. 

Create or Modify System 
Process: Windows Service 

T1543 - 003 TrickBot establishes persistence by creating an 
autostart service that allows it to run whenever the 
machine boots. 
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Credentials from Password 
Stores 

T1555 TrickBot can steal passwords from the KeePass 
open-source password manager. 

Credentials from Web 
Browsers 

T1555 - 003 TrickBot can obtain passwords stored in files from 
web browsers such as Chrome, Firefox, Internet 
Explorer, and Microsoft Edge, sometimes 
using esentutl. 

Data Encoding: Standard 
Encoding 

T1132 - 001 TrickBot can Base64-encode C2 commands. 

Data from Local System T1005 TrickBot collects local files and information from the 
victim’s local machine. 

Deobfuscate/Decode Files or 
Information 

T1140 TrickBot decodes the configuration data and 
modules. 

Domain Trust Discovery T1482 TrickBot can gather information about domain trusts 
by utilizing Nltest. 

Encrypted Channel: Symmetric 
Cryptography 

T1573 - 001 TrickBot uses a custom crypter leveraging 
Microsoft’s CryptoAPI to encrypt C2 traffic. 

Exfiltration Over C2 Channel T1041 TrickBot can send information about the 
compromised host to a hardcoded C2 server. 

Fallback Channels T1008 TrickBot can use secondary C2 servers for 
communication after establishing connectivity and 
relaying victim information to primary C2 servers. 

File and Directory Discovery T1083 TrickBot searches the system for all of the following 
file extensions: .avi, .mov, .mkv, .mpeg, .mpeg4, 
.mp4, .mp3, .wav, .ogg, .jpeg, .jpg, .png, .bmp, .gif, 
.tiff, .ico, .xlsx, and .zip. It can also obtain browsing 
history, cookies, and plug-in information. 

Impair Defenses: Disable or 
Modify Tools 

T1562 - 001 TrickBot can disable Windows Defender. 

Ingress Tool Transfer T1105 TrickBot downloads several additional files and 
saves them to the victim's machine. 

Input Capture: Credential API 
Hooking 

T1056 - 004 TrickBot has the ability to capture RDP credentials 
by capturing the CredEnumerateA API 

Man in the Browser T1185 TrickBot uses web injects and browser redirection to 
trick the user into providing their login credentials on 
a fake or modified web page. 
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Masquerading T1036 The TrickBot downloader has used an icon to appear 
as a Microsoft Word document. 

Modify Registry T1112 TrickBot can modify registry entries. 

Native API T1106 TrickBot uses the Windows API call, 
CreateProcessW(), to manage execution flow. 

Non-Standard Port T1571 Some TrickBot samples have used HTTP over ports 
447 and 8082 for C2. 

Obfuscated Files or 
Information 

T1027 - 002 TrickBot uses non-descriptive names to hide 
functionality and uses an AES CBC (256 bits) 
encryption algorithm for its loader and configuration 
files. 

Software Packing T1027 - 002 TrickBot leverages a custom packer to obfuscate its 
functionality. 

Permission Groups Discovery T1069 TrickBot can identify the groups to which the user on 
a compromised host belongs. 

Phishing: Spearphishing 
Attachment 

T1566 - 001  TrickBot has used an email with an Excel sheet 
containing a malicious macro to deploy the malware. 

Phishing: Spearphishing Link T1566 - 002 TrickBot has been delivered via malicious links in 
phishing e-mails. 

Process Injection: Process 
Hollowing 

T1055 - 012 TrickBot injects into the svchost.exe process. 

Remote System Discovery T1018 TrickBot can enumerate computers and network 
devices. 

Scheduled 
Task/Job: Scheduled Task 

T1053 - 005 TrickBot creates a scheduled task on the system 
that provides persistence. 

Subvert Trust Controls: Code 
Signing 

T1553 - 002 TrickBot has come with a signed downloader 
component. 

System Information Discovery T1082 TrickBot gathers the OS version, machine name, CPU 
type and amount of RAM available from the victim’s 
machine. 

System Network Configuration 
Discovery 

T1016 TrickBot obtains the IP address, location, and other 
relevant network information from the victim’s 
machine. 
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System Owner/User Discovery T1033 TrickBot can identify the user and groups the user 
belongs to on a compromised host. 

System Service Discovery T1007 TrickBot collects a list of install programs and 
services on the system’s machine. 

Unsecured 
Credentials: Credentials In 
Files 

T1552 -001 TrickBot can obtain passwords stored in files from 
several applications such as Outlook, Filezilla, 
OpenSSH, OpenVPN and WinSCP.[6][7] Additionally, 
it searches for the ".vnc.lnk" affix to steal VNC creds. 

Unsecured 
Credentials: Credentials in 
Registry 

T1552 - 002 TrickBot has retrieved PuTTY credentials by 
querying 
the Software\SimonTatham\Putty\Sessions registry 
key  

User Execution: Malicious File T1204 - 002 TrickBot has attempted to get users to launch 
malicious documents to deliver its payload.  
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QakBot 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tactic Technique 

Initial Access T1566.001 Phishing: Spear phishing Attachment 

Initial Access T1566.002 Phishing: Spear phishing Link 

Execution T1027 Obfuscated Files or Information 

Execution T1204.002 User Execution: Malicious File 

Persistence T1547.001 Boot or Logon Autostart Execution: Registry Run Keys / 
Startup Folder 

Privilege Escalation T1053.005 Scheduled Task/Job: Scheduled Task 

Defense Evasion T1027.002 Obfuscated Files or Information: Software Packing 

Defense Evasion T1055 Process Injection 

Defense Evasion T1055.012 Process Injection: Process Hollowing 

Defense Evasion T1070 Indicator Removal on Host 

Defense Evasion T1497.001 Virtualization/Sandbox Evasion: System Checks 

Credential Access T1003 OS Credential Dumping 

Credential Access T1110.001 Brute Force: Password Guessing 

Credential Access T1555.003 Credentials from Password Stores: Credentials from Web 
Browsers 

Command and Control T1071.001 Application Layer Protocol: Web Protocols 

Command and Control T1090 Proxy 

Command and Control T1090.002 Proxy: External Proxy 
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